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INTRODUCTION
The GolfMechanix Ultimate Loft/Lie Bending Machine is a heavy duty device
designed to 昀ll the needs of clubmakers for a sturdy, accurate, and economical
manual bending machine to make custom loft and lie angle alterations to right
hand or left hand investment cast steel, and forged steel iron and hybrid clubheads. The GolfMechanix Loft/Lie Bending Machine is not intended to be used to
bend metal woods except for hybrids.
While the GolfMechanix Ultimate Loft/Lie Machine can be bolted to a workbench
for use, the unit is designed to be used with Floor Fixed Bending Stand. Bending
iron and hybrid wood heads requires signi昀cant force to be applied to the hosel.
The stand is made from ultra heavy-duty steel and will easily allow the necessary bending force to be applied to the clubhead without causing the machine to
excessively wobble and move.
In addition, it is construct-ed so the clubmaker can stand on a platform attached
to the stand which a昀ords the machine the stability to prevent it from moving
under the force of bending, yet still allows the machine to be portable. If you
have any questions about the operation or function of the GolfMechanix Loft/Lie
Bending Machine which cannot be answered by the information in this operation
manual, go to our web site: www.GolfMechanix.com

I. BECOMING FAMILIAR WITH YOUR LOFT/LIE BENDING
MACHINE
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A

Loft Measuring Protractor

B

Lie Angle Measuring Protractor

C

Loft/Lie Angle Protractor Assembly

D

T-Bar Clamp

E

X - Y Sliding Apron Assembly

F

Brass Toe Stop

G

Aluminum Clamping Jaw

H

Soling Discs

A) Loft Measuring Protractor

F) Brass Toe Stop

References from the shaft to measure the loft angle in actual degrees
when the iron or putter is clamped

Contacts the toe of the iron to transfer
the downward clamping force of the T-bar
clamp to the topline of the iron.

properly in the machine.

G) Aluminum Clamping Jaw
B) Lie Angle Measuring
Protractor
References from the shaft to measure the lie angle in actual degrees
when the iron or putter is clamped
properly in the machine.

C) Loft/Lie Angle Protractor
Assembly References the loft measuring protractor, the lie measuring
protractor and the slide assembly
that are connected as one unit.

D) T-Bar Clamp
Applies the downward clamping
pressure on the topline of the iron to
secure the clubhead in the machine.

E) X - Y Sliding Apron

Applies the rear clamping pressure to the
back of the iron to secure the clubhead in
the machine. Machined from aluminum,
this clamp is designed to wear out with
use to prevent marring the top of the
irons. Additional clamps areavailable from
GolfMechanix customer service.

H) Soling Discs
Used to set the machine to a predetermined loft listed on the unit. The reading
is made from the loft angle protractor as
strong or weak. Pictured are the soling
discs used for iron bending. Also available
are the soling disks (and top clamp) for
hybrid wood bending.
Floor Fixed Bending Stand (Optional)
Heavy-duty steel frame for securing the
loft and lie machine.

Assembly Used as slide adjustment
for main loft and lie angle protractor
assembly.
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II. ASSEMBLY OF THE GolfMechanix PRECISION LOFT AND
LIE BENDING MACHINE
Carefully unpack and remove all contents of the machine.
Check to be sure you have the following parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Loft and Lie Main Clamping Fixture
Loft and Lie Angle Protractor Assembly
Adjustable Bending Bar
Hex - Head Wrench
Extra Top Clamp
Hybrid Wood Soling Discs and Top Clamp
Instruction Manual

In addition to the hex head wrench provided, a Phillips head screwdriver is required for assembly of the machine (not provided). If the unit is being mounted
on the GolfMechanix Precision Loft/Lie Machine Stand, a crescent wrench or hex
head wrench (P5P/B16B” x 1 P3P/B4B” or longer bolt size) is required for bolting
the loft and lie 昀xture to the stand.

STEP 1 ASSEMBLE AND CHECK THE
LOFT/LIE ANGLE PROTRACTOR ASSEMBLY

bolted down to a bench or positioned on a
stand. This will prevent the machine from
being dam-aged during the 昀nal assembly and adjustment process. Clubmakers
will also 昀nd this to be more convenient.

The GolfMechanix Ultimate Loft and
Lie Bending Machine will be shipped
fully assembled except for the loft
and lie angle protractors. After
installing the protractors, check the
assembly for square ness prior to using the machine.
Before proceeding with the 昀nal assembly of the machine, we strongly
recommend that the machine be

STEP 2 COMPLETING THE ASSEMBLY
1) Remove the lie and loft slider assembly from its packaging and inspect it for
damage.
2) Remove the right-hand loft angle protractor by releasing the two Phillips-head
screws holding the two sidebars.
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3) Feed the slide bars assembly (with
the left-handed protractor assembly
still attached) into the x - y sliding
apron,bearing the following in mind:
Do not force feed the slide rods into
the bearings. Forcing the slide rods
through will damage the ball bearings. GolfMechanix WILL NOT ACCEPT RETURNED GAUGES IF THE
BEARINGS HAVE BEEN DAMAGED
DUE TO IMPROPER ASSEMBLY.
4) Re-attach the right-hand loft and
lie angle protractor, making sure that
the slider assembly travels smoothly
along its length.

DO NOT FORCE THE PROTRACTORS TO SLIDE THE FULL
LENGTH. THIS WILL CAUSE UNNECESSARY WEAR AND TEAR ON
THE GUIDE RODS AND BEARINGS.
Check the ease of motion of the two
sliding assemblies by moving them
back and forth. Both of the double
rod slide assemblies should move
back and forth smoothly but not
loosely. Also check the movement of
the loft and lie protractors by rotating the smaller protractor. If required,
the tension of the pivoting protractor movement can be changed by
tightening or loosening the nylon
threaded bolts. The movement of
these protractors should be smooth
to slightly 昀rm, but not too loose.

STEP 3 ADJUSTING FOR PARALLELISM
Slide the X - Y slider assembly so that the
guide rod butts against the frame. The innermost guide rod must touch the frame
evenly on both sides. In the event that
the slide rods are not perfectly parallel,
release the cap screw on the side of the
昀xed apron and rotate until even contact
is achieved between the inner guide rod
and the machine frame. Tighten the cap
screw. STEP 4 - ADJUSTING FOR PERPENDICULARITY The 昀xed apron pod assembly is designed to be set squaring to
perpendicular.
The bracket supporting the pod must
be seated 昀at against the base of the
machine. A small square set or triangle
aligned level with the base of the machine and aligned against the pod will
ensure that your machine is properly
squared up. If not, loosen the nuts holding the bracket against the base of the
machine. And square the assembly as
required. Tighten the nuts.
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III.CLAMPING IRONS IN THE LOFT AND LIE MACHINE

The GolfMechanix Ultimate Loft and
Lie Machine is designed to accept
any iron head and most hybrid
wood heads for loft and lie adjustment, whether right or left hand.
The machine is designed to accept
all designs of heads of past or current design. However, GolfMechanix
recognizes that head designs may
change in the future to incorporate
sizes and or styles that might not be
able to be clamped in the machine.
To measure irons the Ultimate Loft/
Lie Bending Machine must be in the
proper set-up con昀guration. This is
determined by examining the soling
discs and top clamp.

CLAMPING HYBRID WOODS IN
THE LOFT AND LIE MACHINE
The soling discs and top clamp for bending hybrid woods are di昀erent from the
iron parts. If the Ultimate Loft/Lie Bending
Machine is set up for iron bending then
the two brass sole discs must be removed
and replaced with the semi-circle hybrid
soling discs. Remove the soling disc bolts,
pull the round iron soling discs o昀 the unit
and insert the semi-circle hybrid bolts
back
into the same location ensuring that the
昀atter portions of the discs are pointing
upward. The top clamp will also require
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replacement. Remove the bolt holding it in position and replace with the
hybrid top clamp.

sandblasting on the face are parallel to
the sides of the clamp. It does not matter
if the scorelines are centered behind the

STEP 1 PREPARE THE MACHINE FOR
CLAMPING THE CLUBHEAD
Dial the T-bar clamp up to provide
access for inserting the clubhead
into the machine. Facing the machine from the protractor side of the
unit, right hand iron heads should be
inserted from the right side of the
machine, left handed clubheads from
the left hand side of the machine.
If the machine is mounted on the
GolfMechanix Floor Fixed Bending
Stands, insert the standing platform
into the base on the side from which
the hosel and shaft protrude out of
the machine. Push the platform in
far enough to allow a comfortable
distance for the clubmaker to apply

Iron Set-Up

adequate force on the bending bar.

STEP 2 POSITION CLUBHEAD FOR
LOFT/LIE MEASUREMENT
Insert the clubhead into the machine with the face held 昀at against
the inside of the unit. Lower the
clubhead in the machine until the
sole fully touches the brass soling
discs. Looking at the face of the iron
from the front of the machine, align
the clubhead so the edges of the

Hybird Set-Up
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front section of the clamp, only that
the sides of the scorelines (edges
of sandblasting) are parallel to the
sides of the clamp. Hold the iron in
this position with one hand while the
other hand lowers the T-bar clamp
down to rest on top of the topline
of the iron. Note: It is advisable to
allow for a little more of the heel
side of the face to protrude from the
machine to ensure adequate
space for the bending bar when it is
secured low on the hosel.

edges of the sandblasting on the face are
still parallel to the sides of the machine.
Double-check the brass the stop to be
sure it is touching the toe of the club.

STEP 3 SECURE CLUBHEAD IN CLAMP
After the aluminum clamping jaw is
lowered to rest on top of the clubhead, gently tighten using the T-bar
clamp. Adjust the brass toe stop so
that it is just touching the toe of the
club. This helps prevent the head
from slipping when adjusting the
lie of a club. While looking at the
face of the iron to check for possible movement, snug the aluminum
clamping jaw down 昀rmly using the
T-bar clamp against the top of the
club. It is NOT necessary to crank
the T-bar clamp fully tight - 昀rm is
adequate. If the clubhead slips under
the pressure of the clamping, loosen
and readjust the iron so either the
sandblast sides of the face (ends of
the scorelines) remain parallel to
the sides of the machine AFTER the
clamping pressure is applied to the
iron. Double check to be sure the

LIE ANGLE BENDING LOFT ANGLE
BENDING
STEP 4 ATTACH BENDING BAR TO HOSEL
Dial open the jaws of the bending bar and
slip over the hosel. Move the bending bar
as low on the hosel as possible. For LIE
ANGLE BENDING, position the bar so the
shaft of the bending bar is in the same
plane as the sole and the shaft of the
iron. For LOFT ANGLE BENDING, position
the bar so the shaft of the bending bar is
perpendicular to the face and the sole of
the iron. With the bar in the proper position, tighten the jaws around the hosel.
The adjustable bending bar jaws are
made from aluminum to prevent marring
the hosel. If desired, lead tape and/or a
thin brass or alumi-num sleeve can be
wrapped around the hosel and under the
bar to further try to prevent marring the
hosel under the pressure of the bending
force. If the machine is mounted on the
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bending stand, move the standing
platform to the side of the machine
from which the shaft of the iron is
protruding and insert it into the base
of the stand. Slide the platform in
to allow a comfortable operating
distance from the bending bar.

STEP 6 BEND HOSEL TO PERFORM LIE
OR LOFT ALTERATION

STEP 5 CHECK LOFT AND LIE
Slide the protractor into position so
that both of the two small “legs”
of the rotating protractor touch the
shaft and the 昀at side of the rotating
protractor lays 昀at against the shaft.
(See photo to right.) Taking care to
keep all parts of the protractor touching the shaft, read the loft angle from
the larger fan-shaped protractor and
the lie angle from the smaller rotating protractor. Note the readings and
compare to the customer’s desired
loft and/or lie angle requirements to
determine the amount of alteration
required.

FOR BENDING LIE
To 昀atten the lie angle the bar will be
pushed DOWN, in a direction of bending
which is in line with the shaft and toward
the line of the sole. To increase the lie
angle (bend lie more upright) the bar will
be pulled UP in a direction that is in line
with the shaft and toward the grip. NOTE:
For bending LIE, this means the bar will
be pulled or pushed at an angle directly
toward or away from the shaft, and NOT
straight up or down.
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FOR BENDING LOFT
To increase the loft angle (bend loft
‘weaker’) the bar will be pushed
DOWN, in a direction of bending
which is directly toward the 昀oor. To
decrease the loft angle (bend loft
stronger) the bar will be pulled UP
in a direction of bending which is
directly toward the ceiling. NOTE: For
bending LOFT, the bar will be pulled
or pushed straight up or down.

STEP 7 BEND THE HOSEL TO
PERFORM THE ALTERATION
Grasp the bar with both hands. Exert
a medium amount of pressure on the
bar in the desired direction of the
bend and make the decision based
on the “feel” of the springiness and
tension of the hosel in response to
that bend about how much force
must be applied to make the alteration. (See General Tips for Bending
for more information)
To make the bend, begin to build up
the force on the bar to the point you
can just begin to feel the stretch or
movement of the hosel. Allow the
force to peak right at the moment
the least amount of movement of
the hosel is felt, and then reduce the
force. The application of the bending
force is best described by a quick
ramping up of pressure on the bar
which quickly peaks in force and
then releases. In the case of bend-

ing harder metal clubheads, such as 431
or 17-4 stainless steel, the application of
the force will be greater and will peak at
a faster rate after which it is released. In
other words, with harder metal clubheads
it is much more di cult to sense or feel
the actual stretching and bending of the
hosel so the application of the peak force
must be made faster so as to prevent
holding the maximum force at so great a
level for so long that the hosel may break
or fracture.

STEP 8 CHECK LOFT OR LIE AFTER
BENDING
Double-check the position of the clubhead in the machine. Be sure the face is
aligned properly with respect to the front
of the clamping mechanism. It must be
aligned properly to accurately measure
the loft and/or lie angles. (See SECTION
III, STEP 3 to review the proper positioning of the head for checking loft and
lie) Slide the protractor mechanism into
place to touch the shaft and read the
loft and lie angles. Check if the head has
been altered to meet the desired change
(see SECTION III, STEP 5). If not, repeat
the bending and checking procedures
described in SECTION III, STEPS 6, 7, &
8 until the desired change(s) has been
made.
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GENERAL TIPS ON APPLYING THE BENDING FORCE
WITH THE BAR
Iron heads are manufactured from a
variety of di昀erent materials, most
of which can be bent for a loft and lie
change, but some of which cannot.
Each type of material which is able to
be bent will possess a slightly di昀erent level of resistance to the bending
force, so it is vital for the clubmaker
to practice bending many types of
irons to become familiar with the
“feel” to then be able to quickly deter-mine 昀rst if the iron can be bent,
and second, if it can, the amount of
force that will be required to make
the bend.
Hybrid wood heads are typically
produced out of 17-4 stainless steel.
While the hosel may appear stout,
the crown of the hybrid design is
typically very thin. This is applicable
to the area immediately surrounding the hosel. When force is placed
upon the hosel for bending the thinwalled area surrounding the hosel
will experience stress. The amount of
adjustment is going to be limited to
the wall thickness and heat treatment process that the hybrid has
undergone. As with the iron bending,
adjusting hybrids will be based on
the ‘feel’ of the metal and experience of the clubmaker.

Heads which CANNOT be Bent
for Loft/Lie Change
1. Zinc heads (Irons identi昀ed as metallic
colored and non- magnetic.)
2. Graphite or graphite crown heads
(Visually identi昀able)
3. Most titanium heads.
4. Aluminum hybrid heads.

Heads which CAN be Bent for
Loft/Lie Changes
1. Forged steel iron heads (all, regardless
of whether carbon steel or stainless
steel)
2. 18-8 (304) grade stainless steel
(medium)
3. 431 stainless steel iron and putter
heads (昀rm to hard)
4. 17-4 stainless steel iron and hybrid
heads (hard to very hard)
5. 15-5 stainless steel iron and hybrid
heads (hard to very hard)
6. Beryllium Copper iron heads (hard)
7. Aluminum Bronze iron heads
(昀rm to hard)
8. Manganese Bronze iron heads (me
dium to 昀rm)
9. All chrome plated heads, whether
forged or cast.
Clubmakers are advised to learn how to
identify zinc iron and aluminum hybrid
heads to prevent even trying to bend
such clubheads. However, in the case of
all other heads, it is much better to develop the “feel” for the amount of bending
required rather than to rely solely on the
identi昀cation of the metal.
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After the head is secured in the machine and the bar is attached to the
hosel in the proper position, the 昀rst
procedure is to gain a “feel” for the
resistance or elasticity of the metal
before exerting any bend-ing force.
Very hard metal clubheads will feel
very “tight” when a medium amount
of pressure is applied and released
to the hosel. Softer metal clubheads
will stretch a little farther before
demonstrat-ing a “tight or sti昀” feel
in response to the pressure exerted
with the bar. Do not worry if this is
not acutely apparent. It takes experience born out of bending hundreds
of clubheads made from many di昀erent metals to develop this sense of
“feel” for the springiness of a metal.

be more di cult to bend, regardless of
the metal used in the production of the
head. However, it is true that a non-o昀set
forged carbon steel head (soft metal) will
be easier to bend than an o昀set investment cast 431 or 17-4 stainless steel
head.

An iron’s resistance to bending is
also a product of other factors in the
design of the head in addition to the
material used in its manufacture.
Take time to familiarize yourself with
design di昀erences in the con昀guration of the crotch area of di昀erent
irons. (The crotch area is the part
of the clubhead where the base of
the hosel 昀ows into the face). The
thicker this section on the clubhead,
the harder it will be tostretch and
bend the metal to make a loft or lie
change. Typically, irons with more
o昀set will also have a thinner crotch
area and will be easier to bend,
regardless of the metal used in the
production of the head. Vice versa,
irons with less to no o昀set will also
have a thicker crotch area and will

The best teacher for how to actually
apply the force required to bend irons
is practice. GolfMechanix recommends
practicing with used irons and hybrids
of di昀erent materials, di昀erent amounts
of o昀set and di昀erent thickness of the
base of the hosel area as a way to gain
the “touch” and the “feel” for how much
force to apply with any particular type of
club-head to make the bend.

Another factor that can a昀ect the ease
of bending is the diameter of the hosel.
Non-zinc irons do not vary by much more
than about 0.5mm in hosel diameter. The
smaller the diameter or cross-section of
the hosel, the easier the clubhead will be
to bend. As such it is always wise for the
clubmaker to evaluate the shape and size
of the hosel before bending to estimate
the force that may be required to make
the bend.
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LOFT AND LIE BENDING DO’s/DON’Ts and MYTHS
1. If you are not familiar with the
appearance of a zinc head, DO use
a magnet as a way to check their
material composition. Any metallic
gray or silvery colored metal that is
not magnetic should not be bent.
2. Investment casting does not
mean the clubhead will be di cult or
impossible to bend. It is the MATERIAL that dictates the bend-ability
of the club head, not the method of
MANUFACTURE.
3. DO caution the customer about
the chance of fracture or breaking
of the hosel before the alteration is
attempted.
4. DO NOT try to alter the lie or loft
of a 431 or 17-4 stainless steel, or a
beryllium copper head by more than
2° unless you have a great amount
of bending experience.
5. DO inform the customer the loft
and/or lie change will leave a small
indentation or pressure mark on
the hosel, which will not a昀ect the
strength of the head.
6. Once the bend is made, an iron
made of one of the harder metals is less likely to change under
normal playing conditions. Softer
metals such as car-bon steel or 18-8
stainless can change and should be
checked periodically.

7 . The harder the metal in the clubhead,
the farther the hosel will have to be
stretched to make a permanent bend.
8. Measuring the loft or lie in a measuring unit which is separate from the loft
and lie machine is always more accurate.
This is a fact with all loft and lie machines.
9. It is acceptable to heat the hosel as a
way to help make the bend easier to accomplish. However, heating the hosel hot
enough to allow the bend to be made will
de昀nitely discolor the hosel to the point it
will have to be re-polished, so do not heat
the hosel unless you have the capability
to restore the 昀nish of the head. Also, if
bending a shafted club, the heat could
cause the epoxy bond to give way. If this
occurs, use proper procedures to re-epoxy the head to the shaft.
10. DO use lead tape wrapped around the
hosel under the bending bar and on the
topline as protection for
11. DO use an ever-increasing application
of bending force as a way to stretch the
hosel to a permanent bend.
12. If a hosel breaks or cracks, it is always
better to replace the head rather than
to repair it by welding. However, in the
case of an older head, which may not be
replaceable, a repair by welding might be
the only alternative. GolfMechanix can
o昀er repairs of fractured or broken carbon
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steel or stainless steel hosels. A head
that does require welding cannot be
bent for loft and lie adjustment.

14. Because of the tremendous force
required to bend a hosel, it is common for
the head to slip and move occasionally in
any loft and lie machine.

13. DO watch the position of the
head in the loft and lie machine
during the application of the bending force to make sure a movement
of the head is not confused for the
actual bending of the hosel.

150321-C1N
Forged iron clamping Kit (Nylon Top
Clamp & Sheaves)

150614
Heavy Duty FEA
engineered Bending bar

SK-F06M6-8X20
Shoulder Screw kit
for SP-M0907-04
and SP-M0907-05

150760
Portable Heavy
Duty Bending Stand
(Silver)

SK-X0109-12
Hybrid Top Clamp
Assembly for
153xxx, 150xxx &
15095x

SP-0B01-0102
Upper clamp Brass
jaw for 150XXX
bending gauges

SP-M0907-04
Bevelled Soling
Pads for Hybrids

SP-M0907-05
O昀set Soling Dowels
for Irons & Wedges
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